RESEARCH - FU TURE VISIT TO AN ART MUSEUM OF YOUR CHOICE
DUE MAY 4TH - AS MULTIPLE PAGE PDF FILE WITH IMAGES - EMAIL TO ART110PPCC@GMAIL.COM
Purpose / Goals : After selecting one museum from many possibilities: Use online resources to find
out about and explore a significant art museum. Discover the history of the museum, the city where
it is located, and choose a few of the most well known works within the collection - ones you would
make sure to see during a visit.
Resources for Choosing A Museum:
Print: W of A Text Book Names the Location of all artworks. (Start with Artwork)
Online Google Art Project - Museum Website - Wikipedia
--Suggested Outline Possible Visuals are in italic
(Sample of a Grade A Student Presentation PDF is on Class Website.)
Selected Museum
Why you choose this museum: Location? Specific Collection? Specific Work of Art? Other
History : Date Established / Who established? / Strongest Part of Collection
Selected Museum City
Location : Address - Map - Picture of Outside of Museum
What other Museums or Cultural Attractions in this city would you want to visit?
What era(s) is the city strongly associated with - if any in particular.
On Display Now
List 2-3 Current / Upcoming Temporary Exhibitions - (What is on Display Now?)
Works in the Permanent Collection - Choose 3
Identify major works in the permanent collection that the museum may be known for.
Choose - Show - Label 3 different works in the collection. (Highlights or Other)
Try to choose from different historical eras / cultures / media / art movement or style
Name of Artist - Name of artwork - date - media - scale - art movement.
Briefly describe artist and their career - in 2-4 sentences.
Briefly describe the work and include any or all of these…
Role of Artist - Principles & Elements - Content / Message / Theme
Historical Movement - Cultural Setting
Conclusion - Make a Statement

